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Abstract—HJ-1A satellite is often used to monitor environmental disaster and plays an important role in environmental changes. Because of the affection of various factors, certain band of HJ-1A hyperspectral remote sensing data is severe loss or distortion, which brings great difficulties for subsequent quantitative processing. A novel adaptive window matching algorithm, which can adjust intelligently size of matching window according to different local feature information of the image, is proposed for HJ-1A satellite hyperspectral data recovery in this paper. The results show that the adaptive matching algorithm has a more superior performance than other algorithms in image quality index, column mean curve, and image correlation coefficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral remote sensing increased spectral dimension on basis of traditional two-dimensional remote sensing. Stripe noise is one of interference factors of hyperspectral remote sensing data, mainly caused by inconsistent responses of CCD detection units in hyperspectral imager [1]. It seriously affects on data interpretation and information extraction. Horn et al. [2] firstly proposed histogram matching algorithm in 1979, which was applied to data recovery on Landsat MSS images. But the algorithm hypothesized that ground objects, which were detected by each sensor, must be equilibrium radiation distribution, and the algorithm could not adapt to complex scenes. Kautsky et al. [3] introduced a matching algorithm based on histogram smoothing, in which the histograms were modified by smooth processing. The matching precision was increased, but the algorithm failed to resolve complicated ground objects. Based on these theories, Wegener[4] put forward an improved histogram matching algorithm, and applied it to data recovery on multisensor remote sensing images. Gadallah et al. [5] proposed data recovery algorithm for multispectral images based on moment matching in 2000, then applied it into Landsat Thematic Mapper(TM) images. However, moment matching was under assumption that the output response of detector was linear, and the results were not perfect. Iso-static compensation method was proposed by Weinreb et al. [6] in 1989, which was used into data recovery for geostationary operational environmental satellite(GOES) images. This method [7] did not need histogram matching and moment matching, and used directly equalization curves of selected training site images to match other areas. But due to the artificial selection, the results had man-made errors. Crippen [8] introduced a new method based on spatial filtering to eliminate stripe noises on Landsat TM images by structuring special spatial filter, and achieved data recovery in spatial domain. Torres et al. [9] adopted wavelet transform to data recovery on multispectral images. Baker et al. [10] also proposed an improved wavelet analysis algorithm to deal with noise on multispectral images, but the algorithm had certain defects, such as data recovery was not complete, introduced new data loss, and so on. According to multispectral images, Lu Wei et al. [11] proposed cubic smooth spline to eliminate noise, which can settle the problem that other methods cannot filter noise adaptive and tested the algorithm with AVIRIS data, then results showed it had a good performance on data recovery for multispectral images. Stephan et al. [12] used principal component analysis (PCA) to de-noising, and completed data recovery finally. But it had a common effect, in addition, its calculation burden was too heavy. Hybrid Sprial-spectral wavelet shrinkage [13] was proposed to remove the noise in the derivative domain of hyperspectral data. Salah Bourennane et. Al [14] considered the spectral correlation problem and used the PARAFAC Model and Statistical Performance Analysis to eliminate noise. A Maximum a posteriori framework was established for hyperspectral images denoising by Shaolin Chen et. al [15].

In this paper, a recovery algorithm via adaptive window matching method is proposed to eliminate the stripe noise in HJ-1A hyperspectral remote sensing data. In order to better describe our algorithm, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the characteristics and causes of data loss or distortion in HJ-1A. The proposed algorithm flow, adaptability of the algorithm, and selection rule of threshold are described in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates our method by comparing with existing recovery methods.

II. CHARACTERISTICS AND CAUSES OF DATA LOSS OR DISTORTION

A. Characteristics of data loss or distortion

For hyperspectral images of HJ-1A/1B satellites, the main manifestation of data loss or distortion are fuzzy edge information of ground objects and stripe noises that are distributed along column direction. Stripe noises are distributed in the whole image and showed a periodic distribution approximately. Fig.1 shows polluted image by stripe noises. Pixel values in contaminated areas are higher than adjacent areas, which can make it difficult to distinguish shape of the object. Furthermore, it will cause greater errors, even not to be normal proceeding, so it’s significant to remove stripe noises. While fuzzy edge will...
decrease the accuracy of the image, which will make features not obvious and bring in great difficulties for subsequent quantitative processing as well.

B. Causes of stripe noise

Stripe noise is mainly produced by inconsistent responses of CCD detection units in hyperspectral imager. In addition, stripe noise is also caused by other reasons, such as some minor errors are caused by calibration, change of sensor response, mechanical movement and change of temperature of sensors. As for hyperspectral data of HJ-1A satellites, some bands are polluted so seriously that they must be recovered. By concrete analysis, reasons of response difference are as follows: 1) Inherent inhomogeneity of every CCD; 2) Influenced by CCD dark current; 3) Inconsistency by working state; 4) Influenced by external factors, and 5) Correction of CCD response function is incomplete and inaccuracy.

And the causes of making edge and texture of the ground object fuzzy include: 1) Influenced by working environment; 2) Minor errors caused by system calibration; 3) Temperature drift and 4) Errors in image coding, transmission.

III. HYPERSONTICAL DATA RECOVERY ALGORITHM

A. Algorithm flow

In order to cope with the problem of poor local data recovery, this paper proposes a new matching algorithm of adaptive window. The core idea of the algorithm is that it can adjust intelligently size of matching window according to different local information to match two images. The flow diagram of adaptive matching algorithm is shown in Fig.2.

The first step is that calculating difference image of normal image and distortion image. The difference image can be obtained from \( \nabla I = I_{ck} - I_{sz} \).

Where \( I_{ck} \) and \( I_{sz} \) are reference image and distortion image. The method can not only reduce computational work and simplify algorithm, but also ensure precision of the algorithm. Difference image is utilized to describe the local characteristic difference between reference image and distortion image. The 6×6 sliding window is selected and the variance of difference image is calculated in the window. Then variance is used to determine which kind of window (big window or small window) to match the images. Selection criteria will be presented in the next step.

The next step is that calculating pixel variance \( \sigma^2 \) in 6×6 sliding window, and compares with global threshold \( th1 \), if \( \sigma^2 \leq th1 \), it means that there is tiny distinction between reference image and distortion image in the window, and it need not matching. But if \( \sigma^2 > th1 \), it indicates two images have large difference, so it needs to be matched.

Then \( \sigma^2 \) is compared with local threshold \( th2 \), if \( \sigma^2 \leq th2 \), which shows that deviation is smaller, matching by 6×6 window will meet the requirement. But if \( \sigma^2 > th2 \), which indicates deviation is larger, 6×6 window is unable to meet the requirement, we must divide big window further, a big 6×6 window will be divided into 4 small 3×3 windows, then matching two images in 4 small 3×3 windows.

After adaptive matching algorithm, the matched image has some defects, which mainly shown that certain homogeneous ground object have data missing. Therefore, low-frequency wavelet coefficient is reconstruct to settle data missing in our algorithm.

The biggest advantage of the algorithm has adaptability, it can adjust the size of matching window according to different local information.

B. Adaptability of the algorithm

In the process of putting forward the algorithm, the first problem is to select parameter to measure local information. In general, optional parameters include mean and variance. In our algorithm, the variance parameter is chosen. The reason is that mean belongs to first moment, which only reflects the local average gray. So information is limited. If adopting it to measure local feature, we can’t obtain better restoration results. But variance belongs to second-order moment, which is stronger than first moment in describing local information. So we decide to utilize variance parameter in the algorithm.
Calculating the difference of local variance between two images, Variances of two images can be calculated respectively in the same window, then subtracting; another method is that calculating difference image of two images, and then requiring local variance of the difference image. The latter is utilized in adaptive matching algorithm. In which the difference image is \( \nabla I \), it can be expressed as follows: \( \nabla I = I_{ck} - I_{sz} \). \( I_{ck} \) and \( I_{sz} \) are reference image and distortion image. The method can not only reduce computational work and simplify algorithm, but also ensure precision of the algorithm. 9th-band image (distortion image) and 108th-band image (reference image) of hyperspectral data at a certain area and their difference image are given in Fig.3.

The next step is selecting different size of windows by variance to match the images. Traditional methods only use one window to match images, these methods are feasible in the case of low require. However, traditional methods can’t reach satisfactory effect for data recovery. If applying small 3×3 window simply, new data loss is introduced. Besides, some regions in the image will become fuzzy, even it’s not obvious. But if adopting big 6×6 window alone, the overall effect is extremely terrible. First, stripe noises are not removed wholly. Second, fuzzy edge of ground object has not been restored completely, and it can be said that the result is worse. However, the big window has an advantage that it has a perfect performance on data recovery of large-scale homogeneous ground objects, gets a nice effect, and there is not new data loss in the bottom left of the image.

For combining advantages of big window with advantage and small window, the algorithm with certain adaptive ability is needed, which can adjust the size of matching window according to different local information of the image. In this paper, global threshold and local threshold are set to realize the adaptive ability of the proposed algorithm.

C. Selection rule of threshold

The threshold selection process, which has been described in Section 2.A, can be expressed clearly by the following coordinate axis in Fig.4.

\[
\begin{align*}
0 & \quad \text{th1} & \quad \text{th2} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4. Threshold region representation

If \( \sigma^2 \in (0, \text{th1}] \), not matching the images. If \( \sigma^2 \in (\text{th1}, \text{th2}] \), matching the images by big 6×6 window. And if \( \sigma^2 \in (\text{th2}, +\infty] \), matching by small 3×3 window.

It is necessary to understand approximately function of threshold before determining threshold selection formula. In matching algorithm of adaptive window, the role of threshold is selecting a matching area needed. Black border around the image must be out of matching range, as the same time, some local homogeneous area needn’t match. So, the value of \( \text{th1} \) cannot be too large, otherwise, it’s easy to miss some area that need to be matched; the value of \( \text{th1} \) is too small, which will increase the computational complexity but couldn’t make the result better. Combining above rules with the actual situation, the global threshold \( \text{th1} \) can be represented as

\[
\text{th1} = \frac{2 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sigma_i^2}{n} = \frac{2}{n} \cdot (\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2 + \ldots + \sigma_n^2) \quad (1)
\]

In which \( \sigma_i^2 \) is the variance of the ith pixel value in 6×6 window, \( n \) represents number of 6×6 windows. The local threshold \( \text{th1} \) is the same as \( \text{th1} \), it is defined as following form:

\[
\text{th2} = \frac{2 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \theta_i^2}{n} = \frac{2}{n} \cdot (\theta_1^2 + \theta_2^2 + \theta_3^2 + \ldots + \theta_n^2) \quad (2)
\]

where \( \theta_i^2 \) is the variance of the ith pixel value in 3×3 windows, \( n \) represents number of 3×3 windows.

The reason why select the values of global threshold and local threshold is that we consider the effect of the two thresholds. If selecting the mean of variances as threshold, it will lose pertinence of the threshold. But the standard deviation is selected as the threshold, which also weak pertinence of the threshold. So, the aforesaid threshold formulas are required by standard deviation is multiplied by \( \sqrt{2} \). The experimental results show that the thresholds have strong pertinence.

Choosing matching method is based on moment matching (the principle in the appendix) method, the first mo-
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The size of correlation coefficient can evaluate data recovery effect, the bigger it is, the better recovery effect the algorithm will make, and the closer between recovered image and reference image. Otherwise, it indicates the recovery effect is worse.

In addition, the column mean curve also can evaluate data recovery effect. Data recovery effect is better when the column mean curve of recovered image matches the column mean curve of reference image closer. Otherwise, data recovery effect will become worse. The column mean should satisfy,

\[
m_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} X_{ij}
\]  

B. Experimental results

In order to verify fully the validity of the algorithm in this paper, three hyperspectral images of HJ-1A/1B satellite are selected to carry out three groups’ experimentation. Three hyperspectral images have respectively mild, moderate and severe data distortion. Data recovery on the three hyperspectral images to test the abilities of removing stripe noises, recovering fuzzy edge of ground objects, regaining overall gray distribution of image.

1) Data recovery of mild distortion image

In the first experiment, the distortion image is disturbed mainly by stripe noises, and degree of vagueness is slighter at the edge of ground object. Besides, overall gray distribution of image is close to normal image, and the image is showed in Fig.5 (a). So the aim of choosing such image is that testing the ability of removing stripe noises.

In Fig.5, (a) represents original distortion image, (b) represents reference image, (c) is the image that utilize wavelet analysis method to remove stripe noises, (d) is the result of adopting wavelet domain recovery algorithm based on PDE variational model, this algorithm is called as “algorithm 1”, (e) is acquired by wavelet domain recovery algorithm based on PDE variational model, this algorithm is called as “algorithm 2”, and (f) is the result of adopting adaptive window matching method, this proposed algorithm is called as “algorithm 3”. Calculating column mean curves of the images after getting de-noising images. Next, a series of parameter indexes is calculated to compare the performance of the three algorithms.

The difference of distortion image and reference image is that distortion image is contaminated severely by stripe noises, but edge information of ground objects have not obvious loss or distortion. So the first experiment uses for testing the ability of removing stripe noises effectively. The result of Fig.5 (d), (e) and (f) show three algorithms all can remove stripe noises effectively. The result of Fig.5 (c) shows that wavelet analysis method can eliminate stripe noises, but it can’t recover contaminated information completely. It can be seen in the top left corner of Fig.5 (c), the edge of mountains have become considerable fuzzy. It shows that traditional algorithms can’t recover hyperspectral data of the HJ-1A satellite. From Fig.5 (d), (e) and (f), the fuzzy edge of ground object in the top left corner has gotten a better recovery. But it is difficult to distinguish virtues or defect degree of three algorithms.

Therefore, some other parameters are taken to analysis quantitatively performance of each algorithm. The column means of reference image and the images that are disposed by three algorithms are calculated, the curves are shown as following in Fig.6.
In Fig. 6, the algorithm 3 has the best restoration effect, most of regions are the almost same as the reference image except a few columns. As for algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, column mean is higher than normal value in the left half of the image, and it is lower in the another half of the image. Besides, the deviation in the left half of the image is bigger than another. At the same time, the effect of algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 has no difference.

It is not enough to offer a parameter index to evaluate the performance of three algorithms, and it is more convincing to adopt other parameter indexes. The results of other parameter indexes are given in Table I.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF OTHER PARAMETER INDEXES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>IQ</th>
<th>PSNR/db</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Image</td>
<td>59.673</td>
<td>171.409</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion Image</td>
<td>57.704</td>
<td>177.207</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.804</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-noising Image</td>
<td>57.552</td>
<td>176.045</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>27.382</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 1</td>
<td>59.642</td>
<td>171.424</td>
<td>4.517</td>
<td>31.321</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 2</td>
<td>59.639</td>
<td>171.428</td>
<td>4.520</td>
<td>31.324</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 3</td>
<td>61.115</td>
<td>174.174</td>
<td>9.689</td>
<td>36.494</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 are close. Algorithm 3 is also superior to algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 in the correlation coefficient $H$, and algorithm 1 is the almost same as algorithm 2.

By comparing column mean curve and different parameters, we can obtain the following conclusions: three algorithms all can complete the aim of data recovery on mild loss or distortion images, and get better de-noising effect. But the performance of adaptive window matching method is best, especially in column mean curve, image quality factor $IQ$, peak signal to noise ratio PSNR and image correlation coefficient $H$, and it is far superior to wavelet analysis method with histogram matching and wavelet domain recovery algorithm based on PDE variational model. The latter two algorithms have little difference on various evaluation parameters.

2) Data recovery of severe distortion image

In the second experiment, the selected image has some characteristics, including severe stripe noises, serious fuzzy edge of ground objects and having a big gray difference between distortion image and normal image. So the aim of the second experiment is that testing comprehen-
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Figure 7. Experiment results of severe distortion image

(s) Original image                               (b) Reference image                                 (c) De-noising image
(d) Algorithm 1
(e) Algorithm 2
(f) Algorithm 3

Like the first experiment, in Fig.7, (a) represents original distortion image; (b) represents reference image; (c) is the image that utilize wavelet analysis method to remove stripe noises; (d) is “algorithm 1”; (e) is “algorithm 2”; (f) is “algorithm 3”. The column mean curves of each image are calculated after getting de-noising images. And then, a series of parameter indexes is calculated to compare the performance of the three algorithms.

The distortion image has severe data loss and distortion, which mainly show in three aspects: polluted severely by stripe noises; can’t identify ground objects by visual because of fuzzy edge; have a large gray distribution difference with the reference image. So the second experiment tests comprehensive properties of the algorithms by the results of solving aforesaid questions.

Experimental results show that traditional methods can barely remove stripe noises, even it will cause reforming phenomena, and it also can’t recover fuzzy ground object edge, let alone adjust the gray distribution of the whole image. But in this paper, three algorithms can complete the task of data recovery. Not only can they eliminate stripe noises, but also recover edge information, even adjust gray distribution. The curves are shown in Fig.8.

In Fig.8, for algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, column mean is higher than normal value in the left half of the image, and it is lower in the right half of the image, but it has a better performance in the middle. Although the algorithm 3 has a little deviation in the middle, it is better than the two former algorithms. All in all, the algorithm 3 is best, and the effect of algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 has no difference.

The results of other parameter indexes are given in Table II. It shows that three algorithms have little difference on traditional evaluation parameters including $\mu$ and $\sigma$; Algorithm 3 has better performance on image quality factor IQ than the others, and algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 have little difference; three algorithms are better performance on peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) than traditional algorithms, and PSNR of algorithm 3 is highest, the
others are close; algorithm 3 is also superior to algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 in the correlation coefficient $H$, and algorithm 1 is the almost same as algorithm 2.

So we can conclude the following conclusions: the three algorithms all can complete the aim of data recovery on severe loss or distortion images, get better de-noising effect and edge restoration effect. But the performance of the adaptive window matching method is best, especially in column mean curve, image quality factor $IQ$, peak signal to noise ratio PSNR and image correlation coefficient $H$, and it is far superior to wavelet domain recovery algorithmogram matching vocational domain recovery algorithm based on PDE variational model. The latter two algorithms have little difference on various evaluation parameters.

V. CONCLUSION

Traditional algorithms only recover the images that are contaminated by stripes noises, but they will not receive better effect to recover hyperspectral data of HJ-1A satellite. The reason is that how to recover fuzzy edge and texture information isn’t considered. A matching algorithm of adaptive window is proposed in this paper, which can adjust intelligently size of matching window according to different local feature information of the image, besides, recover the data that are polluted by stripe noises and edge and texture information as much as possible. The effectiveness of the algorithm is verified by the abilities of removing stripe noises, recovering fuzzy edge and overall gray distribution of the image. The matching algorithm of adaptive window is superior to wavelet analysis method with histogram matching and wavelet domain recovery algorithm based on PDE variational model in objective and quantitative parameter indexes. Not only does it success in accomplishing data recovery, but also it enhances edge and texture information, and provides data support to subsequent quantitative processing on hyperspectral data.
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